### Investors and financial players

**Main stakeholders**
- Individual shareholders
- Institutional investors
- Investor coalitions
- Financial and non-financial analysts
- Market regulators

**Main modalities of dialogue**
- Financial and non-financial publications
- Individual or group meetings
- Questionnaires from rating agencies and analysts (financial and/or ESG)

**Main tools and frameworks for dialogue**
- Investor presentations on the occasion of the publication of annual and quarterly results, at a “Strategy, Sustainability & Climate” event in March, and at the “TotalEnergies’ Energy Outlook” and “Strategy & Outlook” events in September
- Approximately 1,200 meetings held (individual interviews and roadshows) including 250 exchanges dedicated to ESG topics
- Written answers to commitment letters from investors or shareholders groups such as Climate Action 100+
- Annual Shareholders’ Meeting: answers given to the questions asked online via the dedicated platform, answers given to written questions. For the 2022 Shareholders’ Meeting, the Board of Directors submitted the Sustainability & Climate Progress Report 2022 to the shareholders of TotalEnergies SE for their opinion. The report tells of the progress made towards achieving the Company’s ambition for sustainable development and the energy transition towards carbon neutrality and related targets by 2030 (resolution approved by more than 89% of the votes cast)
- An ISO 9001 certified team dedicated to relationships with individual shareholders and offering a comprehensive communication package, featuring dedicated direct-line, email address, and postal address
- Shareholders’ Circle
- Shareholder Advisory Committee

**Main entities/teams involved**
- Executive management
- Finance Department; Investor Relations; Individual Shareholder Relations
- Legal Department

**Main topics of common interest and identified expectations**
- Corporate governance
- Financial and non-financial performance
- Investment strategy
- Climate: decarbonization strategy and trajectory; information on risks and performance indicators
- Operational, financial and ESG risk management
- Transparency
- ESG reporting frameworks

More information in the 2022 Universal Registration Document, sections 5.4 and 6.6, Chapters 3, 6 and 11